Name_________
Hour___

Studio Art: Printmaking
Learning Targets
I Can…
Create artwork that expresses an idea and demonstrates learning
I know how to implement a variety of contrasting elements in the positive and negative space.
I can create an “Edition” that demonstrates successful printmaking techniques.
Participate in an art studio
Revise my artwork based on feedback
Reflect on my artwork
Analyze artwork

Originality and Plagiarism
Originality and creativity are important components of this course. Students will not make direct use of
another artist’s work and call it their own; this violates copyright laws and is plagiarism, and will result
in an automatic failure for the project, and possibly the class. Students are encouraged to work only from
personal photographs that they themselves have taken. Other artist’s work may be used as reference for
personal artwork, but the work being referenced should be altered to such a degree that the original
artist’s intent is in no way recognizable in the student’s work. Copying and/or duplicating of another
artist work and calling it your own is cheating and fraudulent, and is not permissible in this course.

BE ORGINAL
Part One: selection of your topic
1. Come up with a list of 15 topics/concepts for your print: Personal Voice, Hobbies,
Music, Movie, Etc. (Be Orginal)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15

Once your list is complete select (highlight) your 4 favorites.
Select 2 from your 4 highlights and create a list of associated imagery & text ideas. Please place
these ideas into your sketchbook.

Part Two: Revisions
On Wednesday, you will bring in your 2 sketches completed and as a group we will
critique/analyzes them for feedback and revision. Also bring in any reference images that you
are using to show.
Revise 1: Due Thursday
You will revise one composition from the suggestions.

Part Three: Final Drawing

You will show your instructor your final composition for your block. After defining the reverse
image, you will receive your block to transfer your design.
Carving will start on Thursday and Friday
Printing will be Monday - Wednesday

